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Clearly industry is ketting about exchange rates, as this offering iodicates: The government of Canada 
is now prepared to help the United States in its war against terrorism. ‘Ihey have committed 6 batde- 
ships, 12,000 armed troops, and five squadrons of F-18 fighter jets. However, with the exchange rate, 
that works out to a canoe, two Mounties, and a flying squirrel. 
LEDs for food 
Space websites are truly amaz- 
ing places for pictures. No gar- 
dener should have missed the 
non-gravity air bubble, in a 
drop of water balanced on a 
leaf at NASA’s site. The ubiqui- 
tous LED can be found here 
too. For space, gardening will 
be a matter of survival. Plants 
provide food, make air breath- 
able and water drinkable. But 
a ‘greenhouse’ in space, needs 
an efficient light source. The 
picture shows wheat. under 
energy saving LEDs which only 
release light in frequencies 
needed for photosynthesis. 
For fabrics 
LEDs lead in every imaginable 
gizmo and odd consumer 
device. Last month Around 
IZZ Vs looked at LEDs in textiles. 
Now Infineon has a new slam 
with carpets and textiles. Its 
research team presents a fault- 
tolerant, self-organising embed- 
ded microcontroller network, 
which, coupled with sensors 
and LEDs, can be integrated into 
industrial or commercial tex- 
tiles.The ‘smart’ carpet can 
detect motion or fire. The 
denser the sensor elements are 
arranged, the more precise the 
measurements. Integrated LEDs 
support use of the high-tech car- 
pet as a control system can be 
used in buildings to mark walk- 
ing routes and control visitor 
flow or mark emergency escape 
routes. Chips communicate via 
a self-learning, self-organising 
network. Any faulty element in 
the net causes the chips to auto- 
matically search for new ways 
to maintain communications. 
“To use these textiles in prac- 
tice, you only need a power and 
data connection,” says Dr. 
Werner Weber, senior director of 
Emerging Technologies at 
lntineon. 
And for the 
written word? 
One of the neater, everyday 
LED applications is an LED pen. 
But for geeks, the hot item is 
Sweden’s CT Technologies C 
Pen.This has an embedded 
optical sensor, capturing hand- 
written images against a paper 
embedded grid. Storing up to 
40 pages in memory, informa- 
tion is transferred into PC or 
cellphone by syncing the pen 
into USB cradle. Licensee, 
Logitech’s ‘IO’ solution offers 
total mobility Forget portable, 
all that is needed is pen and 
note book. Retail price 
$199.95 or 6Z249. 
What Around ZZZ Vs is waiting 
to see , is which of CTT 
licensees will try to turn this 
already camera carrying, digital 
memory pen, into the Swiss 
Army pen, by adding an LED 
for writing in the dark. 
The other real problem is 
going to be the agony of the 
lost or mislaid pen perhaps it 
needs an embedded vocal 
responder too? 
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